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Guitar Legend from the West joins Guitar Heroes in the East 
 
Taken from Guitar Heroes:Guitar Fest Media Release, April 2007: 
“Being launched in Sydney, Labour Day Long Weekend, 2007, is the Guitar Heroes: Guitar Fest, 
an exciting salute to the Guitar and Guitarists from all musical genres. Guitar Heroes: 
Guitar Fest will feature profiled players from Rock, Metal, Country, Blues, Jazz, Funk and 
Classical. A hot mix of International and National Guitarists are being included in this 
Guitar Celebration.  Cole Clark endorsed International Blues exponent Lloyd Spiegel and the 
Guitar Shaman from Oz Graham Greene, endorsed by Ormsby Guitars, are just two in the 
pipeline for Guitar Heroes: Guitar Fest 2007.” 
 
Graham Greene will be appearing in Sydney for the inaugural 
Guitar Heroes:Guitar Fest, running from October 5th to 
October 7th , where he has been invited to perform tracks 
from his current album Leap Of Face. 
As well as performing solo shows with his band and 
conducting clinics for endorsement partners Ormsby Guitars 
and Mesa Engineering, Graham will be appearing as a guest 
artist at other events throughout the festival. GH:GF 2007 
will also be the national live debut for Graham’s signature 
series guitars, the GG6 and GG7 from Perry Ormsby. 
 
In celebration of his eastern states visit, Graham will be 
performing some special Perth gigs with his band (show dates 
TBA), giving local crowds a taste of the show that will be 
heading east. In concerts guaranteed to entertain and 
exhilarate, Perth’s own Guitar Hero will be showing exactly 
what Australian rock fans have always known - that guitar 
magic is not just the domain of the northern hemisphere 
guitar gods. Having already been acclaimed as “Perth’s 
answer to Steve Vai” and “the Satriani of the South” in 
Australian Guitar Magazine, Graham Greene is living proof 
that world class instrumental guitar rock is alive and well and 
Living in Oz. 
 

 
Graham Greene 

When Graham takes to the stage, you know it's going to be good. His reputation as a player and 
performer has been earned through thousands of gigs around Western Australia and across the 
country. Given the caliber of his past bands, it is no surprise that his own live band is of the highest 
level when it comes to taking his music on the road. 
 
After 25 years of service to his industry, Graham plays with the passion and fire that the years have 
given him, and his band mates keep up with him note for note. Graham Greene is about to embark 
on the next stage of his musical journey with his best music to date, and Australia is invited to 
come along for the ride! 
 
Graham Greene Website: 
www.grahamgreene.com.au 
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